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HAMON CT FANS

Product Range 

Fan Diameter

No. of Blades 

Air Flow

Pressure 

Speed

Power Rating 

:

:

:

:

:

:

12 to 38 ft

6 to 8 No.s

10 to 1000 m3/ sec

10 to 200 pascal

100 to 750 rpm

upto 250 kW
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Feature Benefits

Testing instruments calibrated at IIT Calibration of instruments by credible 3rd party institutions guarantee data accuracy 
and trustworthiness of results. Hamon goes that extra mile to ensure the customer 
onsite test results are a true reflection of reality

Energy efficiency where it matters
the most : Ensuring  designed
cold water temperature (CWT)
by delivering design air quantity

Hamon fans are uncompromising in their primary role of creating the designed airflow 
(draft) that directly impacts the ability of the CT to deliver the desired cold water 
Temperature (CWT)

Light weight fans claiming to save auxiliary power, may not be able to generate the 
draft required, thus directly impacting cooling tower performance and causing loss of 
power generation / process cooling for the customer

CTI PFM 143 is the basis for
Hamon fan performance testing

Authenticity of fan performance is guaranteed when testing is done by institutionally 
approved methods. With Hamon fans, customers is assured that test results are 
reliable, repeatable and can be independently verified

Scaled down model tested at
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)

Hamon fans are not just theoretically proven. They are tested at highly credible 3rd 
party labs / Institutions. In addition, Hamon fans have proven themselves for years in 
operational use across various environmental conditions, in India and internationally

Thus when a customer buys a Hamon make fan, he buys peace of mind and years of 
dependable performance

Single piece integrally moulded
fan shank with fan blades that are
manufactured using balloon
technology 

Integrally moulded Hamon fans are structurally stronger, thus assuring customer of a 
long and trouble free service life

Challenges with commonly available multi-piece design fans are that they

a) Can fail at the bolted joint between shank and blade leading to imbalance and 
catastrophic failure of the fan, damage to gearbox, drive shaft and the entire Water 
distribution system

b) Can spit at the points where the two halves of the blade are joined especially the 
leading edge. Water seeps through these cracks into the hollow blade causing 
imbalance, vibration, thereby damaging the complete mechanical set of gearbox, 
driveshaft and motor
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